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Microsoft 365 Copilot extensibility value

Extending and customizing Microsoft 365 Copilot experiences with 
plugins enables you to expand your organization’s AI-powered 
productivity, skills, and creativity.

Expand 
Organizational context

Ground Copilot in 
your organization’s 
content and data 
with Graph and 
Dataverse to create 
even deeper insights 
and connections.

Extend capability 
and efficiency

Customize and 
connect your 
applications to 
Copilot with plugins 
to increase 
productivity across 
daily tasks and 
workflows.

Preserve trust

Full control over how 
Copilot operates 
within your 
organization’s 
security and 
compliance 
boundaries.
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Microsoft 365 Copilot has two extensibility points

AI infrastructure

Hosted Foundation models

Plugins • Copilot UX

Connectors • Semantic Index

Grounding

Metaprompt

Prompt & response filtering

Orchestration

Microsoft 365 Apps

In-app and cross-app intelligence via Copilot UX

AI 
safety



Plugins



Extend your users’ skills
Plugins enable users to interact directly with third-party app & services from inside Copilot.

Plugins

Keyword search and retrieve

Perform actions on behalf of user

Summarization & ideation via semantics 
and similarities around indexed content

Ranking and relevancy of content

Security, governance and compliance 
boundaries

Responsible AI guardrails

Available across Microsoft 365
Microsoft 365 Copilot,
Teams, Outlook, Office
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Copilot 

UX

1

Natural language Input

“Do I have any work 
assigned to me?”

Copilot 

service

2

Fetch available plugins

getPlugins(userID)

Plugin 

catalog3

Return available plugins

[Polly, Adobe, Priority Matrix, 
Smartsheet]

4 Determine user’s intent
User wants a list of work items assigned to them.

5

6

7

8

Natural language Output

“You have 2 items assigned 
to you in Priority Matrix: 

item1, item2”

Plugin architecture

Identify most relevant plugins

Generate plan

[Query API for items assigned to 
user]

Execute plan
[Call API to retrieve item1, item2]



Power Platform 

Connectors

A proxy or a wrapper around an API 

that allows users to leverage a set 

of prebuilt actions and triggers to 

build their apps and workflows.

Teams 
Message Extensions

Message extensions allow users to 

interact with a web service through 

buttons and forms in the Microsoft 

Teams, Outlook, and Microsoft 365 

app clients. 

Open AI Plugins

Open AI plugins connect ChatGPT 

to APIs, enabling it to perform 

actions like browsing and 

interacting with websites and 

games.

Existing Investments New

Plugin types

Use existing integrations or build new ones to extend your organization’s AI-powered skills.
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Graph Connectors



Expand your organization’s knowledge
Ground Copilot in more of your organization’s content + data to create even deeper insights and connections.

Microsoft Graph 
Connectors

Keyword search and retrieve

Perform actions on behalf of user

Summarization & ideation via semantics 
and similarities around indexed content

Ranking and relevancy of content

Security, governance and compliance 
boundaries

Responsible AI guardrails

Available across Microsoft 365
Microsoft 365 Copilot,

Workplace Search, Viva Topics, 
Context IQ, Feed

Microsoft 365 Copilot 

Extensibility
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Graph Connectors

Search

External Data Sources

Viva Platform Context IQ M365 CopilotMicrosoft 365 App

Existing experiences New

GA GA Preview PreviewGA

Semantic Index

Microsoft Graph
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Summarize content in a meaningful way
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Semantic Index-powered content analysis
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Access citations to find summarized resources



Microsoft Graph 
Connectors

Keyword search and retrieve

Perform actions on behalf of user

Summarization & ideation via semantics 
and similarities around indexed content

Ranking and relevancy of content

Security, governance and compliance 
boundaries

Responsible AI guardrails

Available across Microsoft 365
Microsoft 365 Copilot,

Teams, Outlook, Office

Microsoft 365 Copilot,

Workplace Search, Viva 

Topics, Context IQ, Feed

Plugins

Preserve trust
Copilot operates within your organization’s security and compliance boundaries and adheres to Microsoft’s responsible AI standards.

Trust
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Trust at every level

Microsoft runs on trust.  Our services are built on decades of experience with and investment in security, 
privacy, and governance. Copilot extensibility builds on that foundation.

Responsible AI
goals

Accountability: Assessment, oversight, fit, 
and human oversight & control.

Transparency: intelligibility, stakeholder 
communication, disclosure,

Fairness: Quality of Service to all identified 
demographic groups.

Reliability & Safety: Guidance, monitoring, 
feedback, evaluation, remediation.

Privacy & Security: Compliance with 
Microsoft privacy, and security standards.

Inclusiveness: designed in accordance 
with Microsoft Accessibility Standards.

Responsible AI*

*Microsoft Responsible AI General Requirements

Responsible AI
goals

Things to know about how we handle 
customer data:

Data stays within the customer’s tenant.

Data is never used to train language 
models.

Data is screened and filtered for PII & 
sensitive information

Data access is limited to permissions 
established by your organization.

Customer Data
• Entra ID controls access to plugin data.

• Plugin data is screened and filtered for PII & sensitive information.

• All 3rd party plugins are validated and certified prior to publication.

• Admins control access to and use of plugins in your organization.

• Data is indexed within Microsoft 365’s security, privacy and trust 
boundaries.

• Copilot honors the data access permissions you establish, to 
preserve its security and privacy.

• Admins control access to and use of connectors in your 
organization.

Microsoft Graph Connectors

Plugins

Microsoft 365 Copilot… Copilot extensibility

https://query.prod.cms.rt.microsoft.com/cms/api/am/binary/RE5cmFl


Customer go-dos

Evaluate your existing investments. 
Inventory and review existing Teams Message Extensions and Connectors to ensure the following:

Review customer propensity 
and usage of Teams ME and 
Connectors.

Prepare highlight 
extensibility options. Review 
Connector Gallery Microsoft 

Search - Intelligent search for the 
modern workplace

Identify key LOB apps for 
integration and ingestion.

Look at new opportunities. Examine your organization’s processes for integration & automation opportunities:

Nominate customers to 
drive and grow CoPilot 
extensibility scenarios. 

Engage Copilot Extensibility 
Customer facing PM team via 
graph_GTM@microsoft.com

https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-search/connectors/?category=&query=
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-search/connectors/?category=&query=
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-search/connectors/?category=&query=


https://aka.ms/Message-ExtensionsMessage Extensions

https://aka.ms/GraphConnectorsGraph connectors

Copilot Plugins https://aka.ms/Copilot-Plugins

M365 Copilot Dev Field Community | https://aka.ms/M365CopilotDevFieldCommunity 

Additional resources

https://aka.ms/Message-Extensions
https://aka.ms/GraphConnectors
https://aka.ms/Copilot-Plugins
https://aka.ms/M365CopilotDevFieldCommunity
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